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About This Game

When a young woman is forced to lead a mad king's army, can she do what it takes to survive? A genre-defying fantasy visual
novel.

As a young girl, Marcus Cordale was rescued from a violent political coup and taken away from the country of her birth. To
protect her identity, she was raised as a boy. On her eighteenth birthday she joins the army of Orthera, in search of her elder
brother. But when war breaks out, the Ortheran army is thrown into turmoil, and the young recruit is catapulted through the

ranks. Can she step up to lead, and wage a battle against the kingdom that she once called home?

A story of political intrigue, love, and war: Navigate a world rife with political intrigue, bloodshed, and uncertainty as a young
soldier still seeking her place in the world. Form strong bonds with others to survive.

Every choice counts: Player agency is everything, and you can act as you please. But be aware—each time you make a decision,
it has the potential to affect everything from battle outcomes to your relationships with other characters. And you may lose a

friend or two before the war is over!

Prepare for battle: Before major battle sequences, the player has the opportunity to hone many different skills, including
swordplay, medicine, and magic. What you take the time to learn can make all the difference in a future skirmish!

Relationships with others: The player’s relationships with NPCs are more than just dry statistics—each character has a story to
tell and secrets to uncover. Acting in a certain way towards one person may jeopardize or strengthen your relationship with

another.
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I totally did not get it.. From the developer that brought us the outstanding Union Pacific FEF-3 844 and stablemates comes the
prequell project - the AT&N Consolidation
A workhorse rather than a racehhorse, built strong and built to last. Perfect for switching, transfer and local pick up freights
and recently having under-gone an update to bring this original ground breaking model all of the newly created features of
Smokebox's later FEF-3 project, the Connie is now on a par; and a lot more fun to drive. A perfect stepping stone to hone
your skills before moving on to its bigger, brasher cousin.

Definately a MUST HAVE for any steam lover. Pretends to be a more accessible DF clone. But nothing is accessible here. The
tutorial immediatly vanishes into limbus and never returns. The UI is impossible to understand und clumsy as hell. The script is
barely readable. I feel like I'm at work and the mean manager gave me some alien software to reverse engineer. Feels like the
makers never asked someone for feedback or looked someone over the shoulder when starting to play.. I rather enjoy RPG Maker
games; you can usually detect the investment of time and energy in a game within the first hour. If this remains true, the ALBINO
HUNTER registers as perhaps, the most lazy and uninspired RPG Maker game I have ever encountered. While story is prominent,
and none too bad, the actual mechanics are horrid.

Controls were via 360 Controller, and were terribly unresponsive; especially when tasked with speaking to someone. Dreadful...

No interactive elements in the environment; those you would think to offer riches were met with a repetitive phrase no matter your
location. All crates, "This crate is heavy"...etc. "Logs have insects" or some other nonsense. The story seemed great, but it went from
zero to nowhere fast; bugs kicking me out during a fight.... the capper was having to sit through APG regeneration at EVERY
attack, bringing combat to a boring standstill...

While I support the RPG Maker community wholeheartedly, it is truly sad that such a half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥effort would be introduced
under that tag. There is little gameplay, and virtually no passion introduced as a game element, other than a cool introductory story.
I was with you at the beginning...too bad you couldn't deliver the game to meet the story.. 10\/10 Fun game , enough balanced
stealth mode. I want to believe !
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This\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665broke me so goddamn hard I cried every night for 4 straight days. Coming from a
person who never cries at anything.

nice soundtrack
10\/10 story
joy mutant designs are really good
you'RE TEarING mE AParT LIsa!!!!!!!!!!

overall 10\/10 would cry again. One hell of a game. I put a box fan in front of me and experienced future synthwave moto
racing bliss. With a few more tracks and a mode where you have opponents keeping pace with you and this game could vault to
top 5 of all time. Would love to be able to add a local sound track while keeping in game sounds. The existing sound track is
good though. What a rush. So much potential I sure hope the word spreads and this game blows up big time. If you liked Tron or
Blade Runner, you're going to flip out over the incredible environment they created. Playing Redout I got nauseous pretty quick
but I was able to play Neon Seoul continuously without feeling queazy at all. Very impressed.. Holy♥♥♥♥♥... Excellent with
friends, although the AI is quite good too, even if they do wall bounce a bit too much on the difficult tracks. Cars handle well,
having no brakes means you really have to think about your apexes and the graphics, weapons (which you can turn on or off)
and time trial modes are good. If I have a reservation, its that there are not enough tracks. Too many are oval like and that limits
the challenge. Double the tracks and this will be a must buy.. walkthrough video boi https:\/\/youtu.be\/9HXQta9Urug

gud game

sponsored by bigmantyrone. Top 10 issues I had with this game:
 - Spikes are tiny and hide behind jewels and collectables that fall on top of them and they're small in general.
 - Lots of white lines show up on the floors. Like a grid.
 - Weird seeing royalty free music and art in so many games.
 - Double jump I only need once, but every other upgrade I need to find again in each level.
 - Did this game really need 200 achievements?
 - If all the prisoners say the same thing, why do I need to talk to them?
 - Secret walls let you pass through, great, but there are some secrets where the wall to get back is different. Like if I enter from
the west, the game looks like I should enter from the north. Like a misalignment of exits.
 - Level 6 traps you in a coin room with no way to be quick enough to get out. You need to collect all the coins to beat a level.
Did you even play test?
 - Level signs explain how to do the same things over and over.
 - Shop text goes by way too fast when it adds letters. Just have it show without adding letters.. It could be a very funny game but
it really really really really needs more development.

3,5\/10, many bugs but great idea. SUPERHOT is the most innovative shooter I've played in years!
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